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Enter the dragons

2011

Although China is the birthplace of dragon boat racing, it is now a popular sport
all over the world.
By Qiu Quanlin and Tan Yue, China Daily

CIAC: Minnesota on the
Yangtze Tour
Left: Players participate in a 500-meter
dragon boat race in Shenshuiwan park in
Shenyang, Liaoning province, on [June 3].
The two-day dragon boat race attracted 34
teams and about 1,000 athletes. Wang Jiang
/ Xinhua / China Daily

B

eating drums and the fierce splashes of oars stabbing the water will
join the excited cries of spectators
on [June 6] as dragon boats take to the water
to celebrate the Dragon Boat Festival. In
China, where dragon boats originated more

than two millennia ago, 300,000 crews in
some 100 cities row regularly. But one name
stands out - Wu Guochong. Unlike most of
his fellow villagers who left their hometown
to find a job in the big cities, the 46-year-old
farmer became a dragon boat racer when he

was 20. He has since rowed for China on the
world stage and won many medals.
But Wu, from Jiujiang township in Foshan, Guangdong province, also has another
claim to fame: He stole the spotlight when
he "ran on water" - across the surface of the
Pearl River - at the opening ceremony of
last year's Guangzhou Asian Games as one
of the last five torchbearers.
"It is hard to imagine that I could have
achieved such glory if I hadn't taken up
dragon boat racing," he said.
Wu's family has a long history in Yannan village of Jiujiang, near the Jiujiang
River, a tributary of the Pearl River, where
dragon boats have always been a traditional
pastime.

By Fu Mengzi

O

n March 9, 2011, U.S. president
Barack Obama nominated Commerce Secretary Gary Locke as
the new U.S. ambassador to China. It has
been publicly speculated that the appointment reflects the seriousness with which
the Obama administration is taking the
economic and trade relationship with China.
Douglas Paal, vice president of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
said sending a sitting cabinet member is a
signal from Obama about China's strategic

importance in his political universe.
As two countries with significant influence, China and the United States play
exemplary roles in the international community. After three decades of spectacular
growth, China has become the world's
second-largest economy, so its dialogue
with the United States, the world's largest
economy, serves as a weather vane to the international community. Their dialogues are
supposed to touch upon an extensive range
of issues so that the two countries can make

USCPFA: China’s Heart
and Heartland Tour
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Dragons continues on Page 13

Great expectations and the
making of S&ED

Commerce Secretary Gary Locke was appointed new U.S. ambassador to China, signaling
the growing importance of China-U.S. relations to the American leadership.

Page 8

joint efforts to cope with existing problems.
China and the United States have had
nearly 70 high-level dialogues, covering a
wide range of concerns to bilateral relations.
While attending APEC's informal leadership
meeting in Chile in 2004, Chinese President
Hu Jintao's suggestion to U.S. President
Bush that the two contries hold a strategic
dialogue met with a positive response, and
the United States launched the first round in
August 2005, where security issues dominated the agenda.
Chinese vice premier Wu Yi and U.S.
Secretary of Treasury Henry Paulson held
a China-U.S. Strategic Economic Dialogue
in September 2006 in Beijing. Altogether
six China-U.S. Strategic Dialogues and five
China-U.S. Strategic Economic Dialogues
were conducted during the junior Bush's
administration.
China believes two features count in
such talks. First, the most significant issues
are discussed from an overall perspective
rather than a focus on specific topics. A
strategic dialogue aims at analyzing the
broadest contexts and deep underlying
causes and their connections, then working out solutions based on this broader
framework. Second, a strategic dialogue is
conducted at a relatively high level, which
means participating officials need to have
sufficient status in a nation's policy-making
system and its own strategic thinking.
When Chinese President Hu Jintao
met U.S. President Obama during the G20
Making of S&ED continues on Page 15

By Guo Gai
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Yu Haibo
Nightclub DJ, Shenzhen, 2001
Epson color print, 20” x 13 3/8”
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announcements

Publisher’s Pronouncements
Greetings:
By the time you read this edition of China Insight, I sincerely hope that summer has finally arrived in Minnesota and you
were able to celebrate the nation’s birthday under clear blue skies. Not much I can do about the mosquitoes which likely
could be a problem while you watch the fireworks. A modest inconvenience compared to the flood problems faced by our
neighbors in Minot, N.D. and other areas that have suffered the wrath of Mother Nature this year. I’m sure that most of you
are looking forward to the advent of summer-like weather so that we can all enjoy the great outdoors.
The outdoor activity not to be missed is the Dragon Festival on July 9 & 10 that will be held at Phalen Lake Park, St. Paul,
Minn. This is the largest Pan-Asian event of the Twin Cities and is totally free! The event will feature dragon boat races,
arts & crafts, cultural performances, martial arts and cooking demonstrations, Asian cuisine, canoe rides and children’s
activities. For complete details visit www.dragonfestival.org. Also, on July 17, the 4th Annual Minneapolis Sister City Day
will be celebrated on Nicollet Island. (see page 7, for details).
In addition there will be a variety of events taking place indoors, a few of which include Cultural Perspectives: 100 Years of
Chinese American History in Minnesota from 1911 to 2011 – A Story from Within recently opened at the Burnsville Performing Arts Center (see page 11 for details) and Experience China at Mall of America sponsored by the China National Tourist
Office and organized by local travel company CIAC Travel (see page 8 for details). Also, see page 3 for information on a
group exhibition of contemporary artists from the People’s Republic of China.
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Furthermore all of us at China Insight, along with the entire Chinese community, welcome Dr. Liu Yang as he assumes the
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New Perspectives from China
China Insights: Unsettling Consequences
New exhibit at the Katherine E. Nash Gallery at the University of Minnesota
China Insights: Unsettling Consequences, curated by Gu Zheng and A.D.
Coleman, brings together the work of seven
photographers from mainland China: Chen
Yuan Zhong, Hua Er, Jia Yu Chuan, Li
Nan, Yang Yan Kang, Yu Haibo, and Zhang
Xinmin. Each has undertaken the creation
of a long-term documentation of one or
more aspects of Chinese culture that reflects
something vital about China now--whether
that is something emerging or something
vanishing. Collectively, these photographers
have numerous publications, exhibitions,
and awards to their credit, but until now
little of their work has appeared outside
mainland China.
Six of the seven -- Chen Yuan Zhong,
Hua Er, Jia Yu Chuan, Yang Yan Kang, Yu
Haibo, and Zhang Xinmin -- are based in
Shenzhen. Just across the border from Hong
Kong in southern China, Shenzhen was the
first of the Special Economic Opportunity
Zones established by China in the post-Mao
era, as magnets for entrepreneurs and educated people in all fields. In 1980 Shenzhen
was a fishing and farming community with
a population of roughly 20,000. Today it
is a world-renowned center for printing
and information technology among other
industries. Shenzhen is a booming 21stcentury metropolis. The residents’ average
age is 30 years and the population exceeds
13 million people. As such, it serves as a
microcosm revealing many of the dramatic
cultural, political and demographics shifts
in contemporary China.
The exhibition's organizational structure moves from the rural scene to the
metropolitan context, echoing developments in China today. While some of these
photographers focus on aspects of life in
their home city, others look at situations
outside of Shenzhen. Their themes include
rural Catholicism, matrilineal culture in an
agrarian setting, the population shift from
country to city, prostitution, gender and
identity, typologies of urban citizenry, and
the emergence of a thriving pop music/club
scene as an index of internationalization.
The exhibition includes 150 photographs
and is equally divided among the seven
participating photographers:

convictions--presently tolerated, previously
oppressed--weave through their daily lives.
Born in Guizhou province in 1954, Yang is
a member of the French picture agency VU.
In 2001 and 2002 he was named one of the
ten best photographers in China by She Ying
Zhi You magazine.
Hua Er
Mother to Daughter

Chen Yuan Zhong
Young woman behind a curtain, Shenzhen,
1997
Epson color print, 20” x 13 3/8”

Hua Er
Wanjia-Dashiduma, age 95, Li Jia Zui
Village, 2003
Epson color print, 20” x 15”
As an independent anthropologist,
Hua Er has concentrated her attention on a
matrilineal culture of long standing, a rare
phenomenon in Chinese society. Located in
Lijiazui, a village situated between Tibet,
Yunnan province, and Sichuan province in
southwest China, this clan-based matriarchal social structure removes men from any
direct involvement with their own children,
shifting their familial roles to emphasis on
their relationships as uncles to their sisters'
children. The marginalization of men and
the empowerment of women are the main
themes of Hua's study. Hua supports herself
as a freelance writer on assorted subjects.
Zhang Xinmin
Country to City

Yang Yan Kang
Faith of a Village
Zhang Xinmin
Zhong Jia Cai, wall cleaner, age 22,
Shenzhen, 1997
Silver gelatin print, 12 ½” x 18 5/8”

Yang Yan Kang
A blind man among the pilgrims, 1995
Silver gelatin print, 19” x 13 ½”
A freelance editorial and commercial
photographer, Yang Yan Kang has pursued
several long-term, self-funded projects.
These include studies of Tibetan life and the
project excerpted here: a scrutiny of life in
a small Catholic village in the Yellow River
area of Shaanxi province of north China.
Yang has visited this area repeatedly over
the past decade, familiarizing himself with
the ways in which these people's religious

Chen Yuan Zhong
Young Pros, Oldest Profession

In China's booming economy, escape
from the drudgery of peasant life to the
metropolis and the dream it represents of
upward mobility has become increasingly
possible, but undependable. Zhang Xinmin,
long-time staff photographer for a Shenzhen
newspaper, has persistently tracked the
transition of working-class Chinese, most of
them former farmers and agricultural workers, revealing the details of their individual
struggles for survival and success in this
new environment. Born in 1952, Zhang is
now Visual Supervisor for the Shekou News,
a daily in Shenzhen, a position he assumed
in 1994.

Easily policed in the countryside, prostitution becomes a fact of life in urban settings
everywhere. In a city like Shenzhen, where
residence permits require legal employment,
prostitutes, pimps and their customers play
a risky age-old game of hide and seek with
the authorities. Chen Yuan Zhong follows
the trail of this illicit trade from the streets
and the daily life of sex workers through
police raids, the court system, prison, and
efforts at rehabilitation. Born in 1970, Chen
is Picture Director for the Shenzhen Evening
News. In 1998 he was selected for participation in the month-long Joop Swart Master
Class at World Press Photo in Amsterdam,
the Netherlands.
Jia Yu Chuan
Bending Gender

Jia Yu Chuan
Make-up session, Shenzhen, 2004
Epson color print, 20” x 14 ¾”
Urbanization has provided personal and
social options not readily available in rural
contexts, including the creation of such
microcultures as the transvestite-transsexual
community of Shenzhen that Jia sympathetically observes in this series. The pictures
investigate his subjects' private lives, their
process of self-transformation, and their
self-presentation in public. Born in Chongqing Municipality in 1961, Jia graduated
from the Journalism Department of Wuhan
University in 1999, and now works as a staff
photographer for a Shenzhen newspaper
group. He has won several national awards
for news photography.
Li Nan
Urban Identities
Like August Sander, Li Nan concerns
himself with social types in China's cities.
And like Neal Slavin, he seeks meaning in
the ways that people present themselves
publicly in groups. In this series of formal,
posed group portraits Li surveys clusters
of city dwellers--from chicken pluckers to
Party officials, and from construction workers to opera singers--consciously registering
their appearances for posterity in his images.
Born in Jinan City, Shandong province in
1961, Li Nan is a staff photographer for the

12 INDIVIDUAL GAS STATIONS
& C-STORES FOR SALE
WITH THE REAL ESTATE IN
GROWING EASTERN NORTH
CAROLINA
Stores average 45K gals./month in fuels
sales & $45K/month in merchandise
sales. 7 stores are company operated &
5 are operated by commission agents.
For more information please contact:
Sean Dooley
410.752.3833, ext. 4
Spencer Cavalier
410.752.3833, ext. 2
Dazhong Daily. He has won many awards
both inside and outside China, including first
prize in the Art category from World Press
Photo in 1996.
Yu Haibo
Night Moves
Staff photographer for the Shenzhen
Economic Daily, Yu Haibo also pursues his
own photographic interests when not on the
job. In this suite of dramatic color images he
explores the contemporary pop music scene
in Shenzhen, with its rock musicians, club
kids, mosh pits, and riotous environments-an increasingly common feature of urban
culture worldwide. Born in Henan in 1962,
Yu won the China Photojournalists’ Golden
Eye Prize and the second prize in the Arts
and Entertainment category from the 2005
World Press Photo Awards in Amsterdam,
the Netherlands.
China Insights: Unsettling Consequences will be at the Katherine E. Nash Gallery,
Regis Center for Art, University of Minnesota (405 21st Avenue South, Minneapolis)
August 2-25, 2011. Gallery hours are 11
a.m. to 6 p.m., Tuesday through Saturday.
A.D. Coleman will give a public lecture
on contemporary Chinese photography on
Thursday, August 11 at 4:00 p.m. and the
Opening Reception will be Thursday, August 11, 5-7:30 pm
This exhibit is co-sponsored by the
Katherine E. Nash Gallery, the University
of Minnesota College of Liberal Arts, the Institute for Advanced Study, the Institute for
Global Studies, the Confucius Institute and
individual donors. Organized by the Foundation for the Exhibition of Photography.
Transitions, a related exhibition of photographs by high school students in the Twin
Cities metro area, will be presented in the
Quarter Gallery also located in the Regis
Center for Art. Gallery hours: August 2-25,
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.–5 p.m.
All events at the Regis Center for Art are
free and open to the public. 
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Breck China Trip 2011
Every year Margaret Wong, director of the Chinese language program at Breck School,
leads a trip to China. Three student essays on the 2011 Breck trip to China are featured
here. Rexroad Simons and Nicole Simpson will be seniors at Breck in the fall. Bonhan Yu
has graduated from Breck and will be a freshman at Cornell University in the fall.

An Old Country with Modern Makeup
By Bonhan Yu, Breck School Graduate
I was in Philadelphia the day before I
took off for Breck School’s China Trip 2011.
There is a show at the National Constitution
Center right cross from the Independence
Hall called Freedom Rise. After the show, I
asked one of the actors in what words would
he best summarize the spirit of America to
a foreign visitor, and the answer I got was
the famous “We the people” line from the
Constitution. He was very proud and confident when reciting the Constitution; then he
asked me, how I would best describe China
to him. I had a lot to say, but he wanted a
short answer. I couldn’t come up with a
simple sentence answer to his question. I
told him that I will perhaps have a short
answer in just about two weeks. Indeed
now I have it. China is an old country with
modern makeup. It has all the modern elements that you would find in the West, and
yet those elements are also making China
struggle when it comes in conflict with the
unique situations in this old country.
Throughout this trip [to China], I was
really impressed by the developments that
have been done in the past few years. Infrastructure is getting nicer and nicer, travel is
becoming easier and easier, and imported
goods are available at lower and lower
prices. Chinese people have been enjoying

Minnesota Education
Commissioner Brenda
Cassellius appoints
Assistant Commissioners
Education Commissioner Brenda Cassellius has appointed Rose Wan-Mui Chu
and Elia Bruggeman to serve as assistant
commissioners at the Minnesota Department of Education. Both Bruggeman and
Chu join the department with extensive
educational experience and a commitment
to helping children succeed.
“I am thrilled to welcome both Elia and
Rose to round out my executive team,” said
Commissioner Cassellius. “Each brings a
wealth of knowledge and experience to their
positions, but more importantly, each brings
a passion for helping kids succeed that will
make them great advocates for all students
and great additions to the team.”
Dr. Chu comes to the department after
seven years at Metropolitan State University, including serving for the past three years
as chair of the Urban Teacher Program,
which is devoted to increasing the number
of teachers of color and preparing all teachers to provide quality education to diverse
learners in the urban core. Her specialty,
as an associate professor of education, is
mathematics education: teaching, advising
and supervising prospective urban math
teachers. Her teaching and research interests
include reform efforts in math education,
and community engagement in educational
equity and access. Prior to her joining the
university in August 2004, Rose worked at
the Minneapolis Public Schools for eight

years as a classroom teacher, a district math
specialist and a district math/science equity
coordinator. Rose holds a Ph.D. in Industrial
and Systems Engineering from the Georgia
Institute of Technology and was formerly a
research scientist at Honeywell.
Ms. Bruggeman is a professional educator and administrator with more than
25 years experience in a variety of school
settings, including notable work in rural
Minnesota districts and the Northwest Suburban Integration District. A teacher for 10
years in the St. James Public Schools, she
has also been a professor at Minnesota State
University-Mankato. In l996, she began
her career in administration as the Dean
of Students at Sleepy Eye Schools, and
the following year became the Sleepy Eye
High School Principal. She has also served
as the World Language Department Chair,
and Academic Dean at Shattuck-St. Mary’s
Preparatory School in Faribault. She is a
MNSU-Mankato fellowship award winner
in the area of Educational Leadership to
work with Aspiring Principals and teach
classes in Curriculum Supervision.
Assistant Commissioners Rose Hermodson and Barb Yates, who have been
assisting Commissioner Cassellius during
the new administration’s transition, will
continue working at the department on a
part-time basis. 

Bonhan Yu
these modern conveniences in the past few
years. However, the ways those modern
facilities are laid out are becoming more
and more trouble some for some citizens
while them being beneficial to other citizens.
China’s fast train is a hot topic in western media at this time. Travel time between
Beijing and Shanghai is now only 9 hours by
train, and as the fastest train service begins
this summer, the same travel can be done
within 6 hours. Most Chinese people may
still remember that the same ride would take
more than 12 hours 10 years ago. However,
the difficulty of getting a railroad ticket to
go home around Chinese New Year time
Modern Makeup continues on Page 12

American vs. Chinese Students:
Different Academics, Different
Culture, Same Goal
By Nicole Simpson, Breck School Senior
The gates opened and our bus drove
through the trees down the narrow road of
the Ren Da Fu Zhong campus. Some students frolicked around a rather large field
playing soccer, while others dribbled around
a tattered old basketball on green-cemented
courts. The many buildings surrounding us
were tall, large and beautiful; you could
tell the school was much larger than Breck.
After getting off the bus we proceeded to
take a tour around the school and see the
different classrooms. I was even fortunate
enough to attend a class and participate in a
group activity. My visit to Ren Da Fu Zhong
allowed me to converse with the students to
learn about the Chinese education system
and more importantly about the students and
their lifestyles. Based on my experiences
in China, my conversations with Bohan Yu,
and my research done outside class, I have
learned that Chinese and American students
are very different, not only academically, but
also culturally.
Firstly, Chinese students have a dissimilar curriculum and a slightly different
learning environment compared to American students. While visiting Ren Da Fu
Zhong, I was told that the students in China
do not have the opportunity to choose their
curriculum or which classes they want to
take. When they begin school they are
immediately placed into classes based on
the knowledge and skills they have demonstrated through the test they took upon
entering the school. Institutions in China
are different than schools in America (like

Breck) because in America students have
the option to decide which classes and
electives they would like to pursue and excel in. The learning environment in many
Chinese schools is also different than the
environment in American schools. Bohan
Yu, a former student at Ren Da Fu Zhong
and a current Breck graduate, says, “the
learning environment in China is extremely
competitive and demanding. Every student
works very hard and is determined to be at
the top of the class.” When I asked Bohan
about the differences in learning style he
expressed that “Chinese students often focus
on constant repetition, recitation, grilling
and drilling when they study.” Recent studies at the University of California - Berkeley
have shown that many American schools are
putting emphasis on the demand for education reform in their schools because they
want their schools to be structured more
similarly to the schools in China. However,
at the same time Berkeley’s studies have
also shown there is an increasing desire to
pursue American-style education in China.
Many Chinese teachers agree that the lack of
creativity in China’s education system will
soon prove to be a major stumbling block
in the country’s continuing development.
Although the two countries have slightly
contrasting curriculums, they have both
proven to produce hardworking and highly
successful students, who have positively
impacted society.
Students continues on Page 7
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A New Cold War: Sino-American Relations Since 1979
By Rexroad Simons, Breck School Senior

I

n early 1972, United States President
Richard Nixon made history when he
became the first sitting President to
visit the People’s Republic of China. The
relations between the two countries were
finally normalized in 1979, and thus began
a new partnership that would help define
the path of the modern world. With the fall
of the Soviet Union in 1991, the United
States found the new world superpower in
the emerging People’s Republic of China.
Neither friends nor allies, these two countries are forming the most important bilateral
political relation of the 21st century.
The United States and China have seen
their relations flourish in the years since
1979, but as the world’s only superpowers,
they have also run into roadblocks over
large reaching issues such as economic
progress and the state of human rights. To
put it bluntly, the United States does not
enjoy competition. In the years following
the Second World War, Americans became
used to being the only economic powerhouse in the entire world. Our economy
was the largest and most powerful, and we
could not see this ending any time in the
future. China provided a welcome surprise
during the late 1990’s and early 2000’s
when it fast overtook many of the world’s
long standing economic powers such as
Germany and Great Britain to finally give
the United States an almost equal in the
economic realm. The major economic issue
between the two countries today comes in
the form of U.S. debt. The United States’
largest trade deficit, around US$350 billion,
is to the People’s Republic of China. The
U.S. government has found negotiations
with China often difficult because of the
large amount of money that we owe them
as a nation. This debt crisis has recently
become a focal point in our presidential
election, and we have seen such candidates,
such as Donald Trump, take a strong stand
against China, and effectively calling for
economic warfare to come between the two
nations in ways such as higher tariffs, and
increased domestic production here in the
United States. Each side will not make any
rash decisions because both China and the
United States need each other to economically survive. We are the largest market for
Chinese goods, and China needs U.S. investment in certain areas in order to continue
to flourish. This issue has been exemplified
recently with the United States strengthening our relations with Taiwan, the Republic
of China, by selling them billions of dollars
of Blackhawk helicopters and anti-missile
batteries. Chinese officials are sure that
their government will react negatively to
this arms sale, and the Taiwan issue is still
hindering full cooperation between our
two nations. The United States does not
officially recognize Taiwan as a sovereign
nation, and yet we still send them billions
of dollars-worth of arms to protect from a
possible invasion from the mainland. Even
though we accept the “one-China” policy,
the support of democracy around the world
is and should be one of our highest priorities.
As long as Taiwan wants to remain independent, they should be given the right to
govern their own decisions without control
from the PRC. But as long as the United
States continues this policy, we will find it
hard to get Chinese support for international
issues such as North Korea and Iran. The
recent economic downturn has given China
a newfound “swagger” that has not been
seen before in negotiations, and this has

translated to direct confrontation with the
United States over key issues. This in turn
creates the danger of deepening certain areas
of the conflict into Cold War levels, which is
a prospect that neither side wants. However,
economically speaking, if China continues
down its path in a strong and inflexible way,
then it may find significant political backlash in not just the United States. China is
entering a new role of power in the world,
but it definitely needs to be careful not to
overstep its bounds.

Warriors. This connection between the past
and the present is just something that we do
not see here in the United States. Culture is
definitely advancing into the 21st century
in Mainland China, but the Chinese people
do not forget where they came from. The
foods in the restaurants, while often unappetizing to many on the China trip, are still
local dishes that have been in use for centuries. I am not eating the same thing that
my Irish ancestors ate hundreds of years
ago, and this is just representative of a fast
moving Western culture. America is such
a young country compared to the thousands
of years that China has
been in existence. A
clash of cultures is one
of the main reasons
that these two countries
run into trouble. China
often sees Western culture being exported
exponentially as young
Chinese try to keep up
with the latest trends
on the catwalk or out
of the Apple Store.
Rex Simons and his dad on the 2011 Breck trip to China in
Furthermore, this was
May 2011
something that the govInnovation is certainly an area where ernment did not have to deal with during
China still cannot compare to countries the time that the country was closed up
such as the United States or Japan, as seen until 1979. An influx of Western culture is
in the number and quality of patents issued. always going to cause problems in a place
Indeed, China will probably issue the most that have never seen them before. China is
patents in 2011, but it still has a long way now becoming as much of an importer as it
to go to match the quality of those issued in is an exporter, and many luxury brands, such
the Western world and Japan. Most Chinese as Swiss watches, are finding China to be a
patents come in the form of utility models, much more lucrative market that the United
ones that only provide 10 years of intellec- States. I cannot tell you how many Buicks I
tual protection as opposed to 20 years for saw on the streets of China contrasting to the
invention patents. Utility patents are not Mercedes S Classes that flooded the streets
even recognized in the United States and of Hong Kong. Asia currently is General
most parts of the world, and intellectual Motors biggest market, and while domestiproperty rights in China, while existent, are cally we are turning to Asian brands for cars,
often not enforced. During a performance many Chinese are finding American brands
of the Shanghai acrobatic troupe, there was much more appealing. As China begins to
an announcement made that videotaping make much more money, America may soon
and photographing would not be allowed to find much more benefits in the relationship
protect the intellectual rights of the perform- as our export rates begin to increase.
ers, and it was odd to think that this would
The final issue that I personally ran into
be one of the few areas that they would like in China was over the role of government,
to protect. China violates the trademarks of and human rights. China for many years has
multinational corporations everyday by still been accused of violating the basic rights
allowing millions of fake Gucci and Louis of their citizens, and specifically for their
Vuitton bags to be sold, and still they say continued occupation of Tibet, the homeland
they are worried about intellectual rights. of the Dali Lama. Many people here in the
I didn’t buy any fake items while in China United States greatly support the cause of
because my conscience told me that it was Tibet against the supposed tyranny of the
illegal, and simply stealing from the compa- Chinese government, and I count myself
ny, and in spite of “supposed” governmental among the people who question why the
crackdowns, you don’t have to go far to by Chinese government considers the Dali
a fake bag or soccer jersey. This is just one Lama a separatist. One of the first things
specific example of the strain that China is you notice on the list of banned articles in
putting on its economy, but also its people, China is any pictures of the Dali Lama or
and why their relationship with the United any publication that is pro-Tibet. This cenStates often becomes strained. Currently sorship by the government is something that
the two countries do not operate as equals. as an American I am not used to. We may not
China and the United States may not always like every political extremist in this country,
see eye to eye on all of the important issues, but we do not ban their works because each
but each county currently needs each other of us as citizens of the United States has our
in order to continue to prosper in this new freedom of speech protected by the Consticentury.
tution. No matter how much of a free market
In many ways, China looks no different China may seem to be, it cannot be ignored
than Times Square or downtown Minne- that the Communist government still denies
apolis. There are advertisements for foreign their citizens some basic civil liberties.
brands everywhere, and “Americanized” The government controls religion, and any
food like KFC and McDonald’s seem to be Christianity not approved by the governon every street corner. And yet, when you ment is banned. The government officially
drive about 40 miles outside of Xian, you recognizes only five religions: Buddhism,
can find a natural wonder like the Terracotta Taoism, Islam, Catholicism, and Protestant-

ism, and any other forms of religion are
illegal under the Chinese constitution. The
State Administration for Religious Affairs
(SARA) monitors each of these religions,
and any religious group that fails to affiliate
with one of the five approved groups is denied protection under Chinese law. Catholics
in China specifically cannot declare their
loyalty to the Pope in the Vatican. Instead,
the Chinese Catholic Patriotic Association
is all-powerful, and even appoints their own
Catholic bishops in the country. So in many
ways this is not even Catholicism, instead, it
is the Communist government trying to keep
religious control while creating a façade that
there are some freedoms for their citizens to
enjoy. You don’t see any Churches when you
walk the streets of China, or for that matter, anything religious. This Catholic issue
strikes me personally because I am Catholic,
and I cannot imagine why the government
cannot just let some religious control go to
the people instead of Beijing. Human rights
is always going to be a complicated issue in
any era, but there is no question that China is
still not a truly “free” country in terms compared to the United States. As an American,
my opinion is definitely biased towards the
freedoms that I enjoy, and this in no way
is an attack on Chinese culture as a whole,
but I still question why China, after years of
success under a free market economy, does
not extend some of these freedoms toward
religion, and Tibet.
The relationship between the United
States and the People’s Republic of China
since 1979 is indeed a complicated one. The
United States has stood unopposed in the
political and economic realms of the world
since the fall of the Soviet Union, but now
has to deal with the emerging global force
that the PRC has begun to exert. This new
Cold War is not one where the world could
end with the touch of a button; instead, it
is one between two superpowers that could
shape political and economic policies for decades to come. China and the United States
are indeed neither friends nor enemies, and
have a host of issues to deal with including the violation of human rights, political
tension, currency devaluation, and debt
holding. But our two nations are also not
mutually exclusive. It is wonderful to see the
amazing growth that can occur in a country
in only 60 short years, but also the fact that
the past still has a place in modern China.
My visit to China opened my eyes to a world
that I could have never imagined, but it also
made me ask questions. Their economy may
be “free”, but that does not translate to all
aspects of society. China still has a long way
to go before it can truly rival the United
States economically, and socially there
were many things that shocked me during
my two weeks in country. But then again,
a Chinese person might be pretty shocked
with Western culture as well. In the end,
out partnership is not always going to be
between equals, instead, it is one where both
sides need each other for continued prosperity and success. We can learn so much from
China, and China continues to learn so much
from the United States. This indeed is a
new Cold War, but hopefully China and the
United States can further strengthen their
friendship in the years to come. There will
be tense times for both sides, and compromises will need to be made, but in order to
ensure the future of humanity, our countries
need to come together to work towards a
better tomorrow. 
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American vs. Chinese Students:
Different Academics, Different
Culture, Same Goal
Continues from Page 4

Nicole Simpson
American and Chinese institutions
have also been known to have different
class sizes and schedules. When I entered
through the doors to an English class at
Ren Da Fu Zhong, I became immediately
aware of the sixty-four other students that
crowded the room. This was very unusual to
me because even public schools in America
do not have this many students enrolled in
a single class. Although the Chinese class
was larger, it didn’t seem to take anything
away from the learning atmosphere because
the students were quiet, respectful and very
focused Even at the country elementary
school in the farming community that we
visited, the class was large, but the students
were prepared to learn and paid close attention to the teacher. Bohan Yu described the
Chinese school schedule and the American
school schedule as “slightly different.” The
classes are the same length, but the school
days are longer in China. Starting at eight
o’clock in the morning, the kids in China
arrive at school and stay there until at least
four-thirty in the afternoon. In the morning,
each and every student is required to attend
an exercise class, where the students do
aerobic exercises. After their workout, the
students go back to class and continue their
studies until lunchtime. When it is time for
lunch, the Chinese students are granted a
lunch break that usually lasts a little over
two hours. The students are permitted to
use this time as they please. They eat lunch,
study, nap, hangout with friends, or return
home to see their family for a little while.
Although the thought of having a longer
school day seems dreadful to many teenagers, the free time in the middle of the day
allows Chinese students to take a break from
their busy school day and do what they wish,
whether it’s studying or recuperating.
Lastly, American students and Chinese
students have contrasting cultures and
ideas. Bohan Yu believes that American
students are more active and creative when
deciding how to spend their time. He says,
“Chinese students usually spend most of
their time at home or at school.” Liu Laoshi,
a lower school teacher at Breck, claims that
American students “are more free-spirited
and wild.” At Ren Da Fu Zhong, I talked
with a tenth grader whose English name
was Lilly. Lilly told me that in her free time
she practices the flute and studies physics
for fun. I found this interesting because in

America, most students spend their free
time playing sports, listening to music,
going out with friends, or playing games.
Chinese and American students have very
different schedules not only inside school,
but also outside school. Another cultural
difference is that in China, the three main
meals of the day are very informal compared
to American meals. In America we often sit
down with our family, say grace, place our
napkins in our laps and begin to eat when
we are permitted. Bohan Yu expressed that
in China lunch and dinner are practically the
same and are very informal and comfortable.
The two nationalities of students have clear
differences in lifestyles outside of school.
After e-mailing Lilly about my essay topic,
she helped me to learn more about the Chinese lifestyle and their cultural differences.
In China, individuals often avoid direct confrontation, open criticism, and controversial
topics because they are concerned about
maintaining harmony among the people. In
contrast, Americans are often willing to confront directly, criticize, discuss controversial
topics, and press personal opinions about
what they consider "the truth.” Although
Lilly and Bohan Yu taught me a lot about
the cultural differences, they also confirmed
that all students, Chinese or American, just
want to have fun and be successful.
While in China I learned a lot about the
academic and cultural differences between
Chinese and American students. Visiting
Ren Da Fu Zhong and the farming community elementary school taught me a great
deal about the Chinese educational system
and culture. I was amazed by the accomplishments of the Ren Da Fu Zhong students
and the dedication of the young students we
visited in the countryside. The children who
attended the countryside school couldn’t
speak English very well, but were eager to
learn how to chant “Breck Mustangs” any
chance they got. They may not have had
adequate resources or the technology at their
school, but they had the drive to excel and
succeed. I learned a lot about Chinese and
American education on this year’s China trip
excursion, but more importantly I learned
about what it takes to be a successful student. A successful student is not only bright,
but also dedicated, driven, creative, and
passionate. Any young person in this world
can not only become a successful student,
but can also become a successful individual
if they work their hardest and persevere
when they are challenged. Looking back
on my trip to China, it is evident now that
even though each and every student has a
different lifestyle, they all still have the same
goal: to be successful. This trip has altered
my mindset on how I view education, and
has given me insight about a completely
different learning environment. I enjoyed
learning about the different Chinese schools
and loved meeting new students who could
teach me interesting things. In the end, I
have realized that I am not as different as
those teenagers in China; we are both young
aspiring students who wish to someday
improve the world and make an impact on
the society we live in. 
http://www.physorg.com/news75480082.html
http://www.theharbinger.org/xix/001003/
pinson.html
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/opinion/
2011-05/27/content_12589188.htm
http://englishplus.com/news/news0700.htm
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USPCFA announces
China’s Hear t and
Heartland Tour
October 14-25, 2011
The US-China Peoples Friendship Association announces its China’s Heart and
Heartland Tour. The tour will be Oct. 1425, 2011. It will be especially appropriate
for teachers and others interested in China’s
education system and for those interested
in Shanxi Province and its capital of Taiyuan—sister city to Nashville, Tenn., but
is open to all.

Mary Warpeha, Co-President of the
USCPFA-Minnesota Chapter will be
leading that tour along with one local and
one national staff person from the China
Association for Friendship with Foreign
Countries. Tour size is limited to 10 with
a minimum of 6 persons. The price is affordable, with traveler costs being airfare
(around US$1,200) plus US$1,050 (which
includes visa purchase, tips and gratuities).
The tour begins with visits to important
cultural and historical sites in Beijing.
Throughout the over-night train travel, participants see the culture and developments
along the Yellow River in the north of China
in the neighboring provinces of Shanxi and
Shaanxi. Stops include UNESCO World
Heritage Sites.
In the north of Shanxi near Datong,
there will be tours of two 1,500-year-old
sites: the impressive Yungang Buddhist
sculpture caves and Xuankong hanging
temple suspended on a sheer cliff-face of
sacred Hengshan mountain. In Taiyuan visit
the Jinci Temple and the court ladies of the
Song Dynasty (960-1279 AD). Just south of
Taiyuan are two sites with impressive Ming
architecture—the Qiao Family Courtyard
where Zhang Yimou filmed Raise the Red
Lantern and the town of Pingyao with its
narrow lanes lined with houses. All historic
buildings are neatly enclosed by an intact
city wall built around 1370 AD. Because
Taiyuan is sister city to Nashville, Tenn.,
there may also be interaction with locals
and city officials.

Xian in Shaanxi Province was China’s
capital for many dynasties beginning with
the first emperor, Qin ShiHuangdi. Qin
ShiHuangdi unified China during his rule
and made significant cultural contributions
(246-210 BC). The tour will include a visit
to the famous Terra Cotta Army Museum
built over the pits of clay soldiers and horses
guarding Emperor Qin’s tomb. Travelers
will also see the Wild Goose Pagoda built
in 652 AD to house the Buddhist scriptures
brought from India by Monk Xuanzang.
Xuanzang’s journey is immortalized in
the epic Journey to the West, in which the
Monkey King protects the travelers. Islam
entered China along the Silk Road from
Central Asia through Xian. There will also
be opportunity to wander the Muslim area
near Xian’s massive Drum Tower.
China is not only an ancient land and
culture but also the home to 1.3 billion
people, 20 percent of whom are younger
than 15 years. Education and children
are close to China’s heart. To learn about
China’s education system, this tour will
visit K-12 schools at all levels—primary,
middle, and high school—plus a vocational
school, a university that trains teachers, and
an after-school enrichment program.

This tour ends on China’s southeast
coast in Shanghai, a cultured pearl on the
Huangpu River.
Those who are interested in joining the
tour must submit completed application and
deposit by July 14. For more information
visit www.uscpfa.org or contact Barbara
Cobb, USCPFA National Tour Coordinator, by e-mail (Barbara.cobb@juno.com) or
USPCFA-MN Co-President, Mary Warpeha
at uscpfa_mn@hotmail.com. 

4th Annual Minneapolis
Sister Cities Day
Last year’s Sister Cities Day event welcomed over 600 people with entertainment
from around the world. Meet Minneapolis, in cooperation with the City of Minneapolis and USCPFA-Minnesota is pleased to announce the 4th Annual Minneapolis
Sister Cities Day, Sunday, July 17 at Nicollet Island Pavilion from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. Once again, the event is free to the public with the purpose of furthering cultural
understanding and greater awareness through entertainment, activities and information
about each of the ten Minneapolis Sister Cities.
For more information on this event, visit www.uscpfa-mn.org or
www.facebook.com/minneapolissistercities 
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Minnesota on the
Yangtze Tour
Contributed By CIAC Travel

T

Experience China in
the Mall of America
Contributed By CIAC Travel

T

his summer experience China’s
more than 5,000 years of rich,
cultural history at Mall of America. With its marvelous ancient imperial
history in Beijing, the wonders of the Terracotta Warriors in Xi’an and the upscale trend
setting Shanghai, China is an unparalleled
experience.
For 9 days in August experience continuous live shows by professional performance troupes from
mainland China.
Throughout
the mall
you will
experie n c e
authentic interactive Chinese crafts and
activities like Chinese
paper cutting, Shaolin Kung-fu exhibitions, traditional music and calligraphy.
Pick up your event passport in the Rotunda
for this free family event; you may just win
a trip for 4 to China!
Experience China in the four courts of
the Mall of America. During this free family
event MOA will be transformed into scenes
of Chinese culture by the China National
Tourist Office and Minnesota-based CIAC
Travel Aug. 20-28.
Throughout the Experience China event,
the Mall of America Rotunda will have

recurrent live entertainment performed by
a Shaolin Kung Fu artists, Peking Opera
singers and other talented performers from
mainland China!
In addition to the decorations and entertainment from China in the MOA Rotunda,
the four courts of MOA will feature interactive cultural activities to include: panda
characters for photo opportunities, hands
on Chinese paper cutting station, traditional Chinese music
and dance artists,
Chinese tea
ceremony
experience,
Tai Chi
exhibition and
Chinese call i g r a p h y. G e t
your Chinese name
and learn how write it!
In the MOA Rotunda, passports will be
available for those who wish to visit all four
courts and receive a prize! While everyone
who gets their passport stamped in all four
courts of the MOA will receive a prize,
one lucky passport holder will win a trip to
China for four (including 4 international air
tickets from Minneapolis, and tour package
in China)! For Experience China event updates visit the CIAC Travel Web site
www.bestchinaholidays.com. 

he Minnesota on the Yangtze Tour
is the latest of many fantastic
tours designed by CIAC Travel.
The idea is for 100 or more Minnesotans
to experience China together. With 5-star
accommodations in each
of the five cities visited
in China, and featuring
a 3-day cruise aboard the
5-star President Prime
luxury ship down the
Yangtze River.
The President Prime
is a breakthrough for
traditional cruise facilities and services, which
marks a new generation
of super 5-star boats on the Yangtze River.
It features both classical European style
and modern comforts. Its spacious, lobby,
public area, restaurants, banquet and conference facilities are unique in design and
decoration. It boasts 2 President Suites, 2
Deluxe Suites, 32 Executive Suites and 151
Deluxe Cabins with balcony. The whole
ship is central air-conditioned and heated.
Each cabin is equipped with satellite TV
that can receive HBO and CNN programs,
satellite telephone, a private bathroom with
a shower or bathtub and a private balcony
which enables passengers to appreciate the
magnificent views of the Yangtze River any
time in their own cabin. This is a deluxe
cruise by any standard.
CIAC Travel has created a classic tour
of China’s must see attractions with a focus
on finer accommodations. Your tour will
begin in Beijing, which is recognized as the
political, educational and cultural center of
the People’s Republic of China. You will
experience the Forbidden City, Tiananmen
Square, Summer Palace, Great Wall, Birds
Nest Olympic Stadium, Temple of Heaven,
Hutong Tour (old Beijing) and Prince
Gong’s Palace. What would a trip to Beijing
be without a Peking duck dinner? Beijing
has been an integral part of China’s history
over the past eight centuries and its landscape, both ancient and modern prove it!

Leaving Beijing you will travel to Xian,
which served as the Chinese capital for
13 dynasties. Here in addition to visiting
the excavation site of the Terracotta Warriors, you will visit the Shanxi Provincial
Museum. Shanxi province happens to be
Minnesota’s sister state in China! The ancient city wall is an important part of this
tour. Xian’s city wall is the largest of its kind
in China. Later after seeing the Big Wild
Goose Pagoda you will finish the day with
a Chinese dumpling dinner.
Following an overnight soft berth train
ride, you will arrive in Chongqing. Upon
arrival there will be a breakfast prior to
beginning your guided tour of the General

Stilwell Museum, where you’ll see a collection of World War II memorabilia, including
exhibits about the Flying Tigers. If time
permits there will be a tour of the People’s
Congress Hall and the art museum. After

dinner you will board the luxurious President Prime ship for a downstream cruise on
the great Yangtze River.
Your excursions from aboard the President Prime over the next three day’s will
include the magnificent 12-story wooden
pagoda at Shibaozhai, which is built against
a sheer cliff. There will be short trips aboard
smaller vessels to view Yangtze tributaries.
Following your travels through all of the
Three Gorges, including the five stages of
the Three Gorges ship locks, there will be
a shore excursion at the Three Gorges Dam
site. Your cruise will continue downstream
to Yichang from where you will fly to
Shanghai the “Shining Pearl of the Orient”.

In Shanghai you’ll experience an afternoon of shopping Nanjing Road, tour
The Bund, a famous promenade along the
Huangpu River. You will also visit the
Yu Garden, famous for its rock gardens,
pavilions, halls and ponds. You will have
an audio tour of the Shanghai Museum and
of course the Shanghai Acrobatic show is
always a highlight of any China tour!
From Shanghai there will be a full day
excursion to Suzhou to visit the Humble Administrators Garden, Silk Factory, Old Street
and a beautiful canal boat ride. Upon your
return to Shanghai there will be farewell
dinner, as you will have the following day
to explore Shanghai at your leisure.
The Minnesota on the Yangtze tour
(Nov. 9-21, 2011) was created to coincide
with the upcoming Experience China event
which CIAC Travel is managing for the
China National Tourism Office (CNTO)
at the Mall of America, August 20 - 28.
CIAC Travel invites you to visit Experience China and enjoy all of the craft and
cultural activities we have planned. Don’t
forget to meet our travel professionals who
know China best, you may just win a trip
for four to China!
This Thanksgiving you may be talking
about Peking duck over a turkey dinner!
Contact CIAC Travel at 952-881-1810 or
visit www.bestchinaholiday.com. 
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The Soap Factory Presents:
Three Artists: Guo Gai, Meng Tang, Slinko
acters are abstracted from traditional theater
and opera, socialist realism, or missionary
Christianity and then assembled into tableaux that, through manipulated, mashed-up
imagery, explicitly critique the corruption
and emptiness at the heart of the new China.
The photographs will be accompanied by a
specially composed choral work, Lament,
listing the natural and economic disasters
of the last decade in China.

Meng will also be producing a series of new
sculptural works for the exhibition.

By Slinko
Wronged by Guo Gai
he Soap Factory brings together
three artists whose work addresses issues of society, memory,
language and loss, while retaining an emphasis on the beauty and power of the object
in culture. Guo Gai, Meng Tang and Slinko’s
installations manifest these concepts across
media, using photography, video, installation, sculpture and song. The work of all
three examines the politics of relationships
both with our material culture and with
each other.
Guo Gai is a photographer, curator, critic
and conceptual artist based in Beijing, China. Guo Gai’s photography, staged images
using his own props, family and friends,
draws on Chinese culture. Images and char-

T

By Meng Tang
First exhibited as part of her MFA Thesis exhibition at the Nash Gallery in 2010,
Meng Tang’s Impression: Babel will be
re-presented in expanded form in Gallery 2
at The Soap Factory. In an enclosed room,
five voices speak in five languages (English, Spanish, Korean, Chinese and Arabic)
a series of oppositional truisms that are
simultaneously profound and meaningless,
political and personal -- at the same time that
they can be understood and remain obscure.

Slinko grew up, in her own words “in
a one bedroom apartment in a giant bleak
Soviet residential complex” in Kharkov,
Ukraine. The irony of late period Soviet
communism is that consumer possessions
were so rare that nothing was disposable;
everything was recycled for another use. All
objects were thus given multiple interlocking uses and meanings. Now resident in New
York, and as a sculptor, a maker of objects,
Slinko’s work explores this relationship
with visual culture, a relationship colored
by the politics of both socialism and liberal
capitalism. At The Soap Factory, Slinko
will present aspects of a current work-inprogress entitled Make-Believe.
This exhibition was co-curated by Ben
Heywood and Professor Thomas Rose of the

By Guo Gai
University of Minnesota and in association
with the Nash Gallery at the University of
Minnesota.
The opening reception will be 7-11 p.m.
on Saturday, Aug. 27 at The Soap Factory,
514 2nd St SE, Minneapolis, Minn. The
exhibition runs, Aug. 27 – Oct. 23. Gallery
hours are Thursday and Friday 2-8 p.m.,
Saturday and Sunday 12-5 p.m. Admission
is free and open to the public. (Donations are
gladly accepted at the door.) For more information, visit The Soap Factory Web site at
www.soapfactory.org, or call
612-623-9176. 
Located in the former National Purity Soap
Company building -- a historic, 48,000-square-foot
warehouse on the riverfront near the birthplace of
Minneapolis -- The Soap Factory is the third-largest
space for contemporary art in Minneapolis/St Paul,
and one of the largest devoted to emergent practice in
the United States. The Soap Factory is committed to
experimentation and risk-taking, and provide local,
national, and international artists with a unique showcase for sculpture, installation, painting, performance,
photography, film, and video. The Soap Factory was
founded in 1988 (as “No Name Exhibitions”) and is a
501(c )(3) non-profit.

Pan Asian Dance Festival held at
Burnsville Performing Arts Center

T

he first ever Pan Asian Arts Dance
Festival took place at Burnsville
Performing Arts Center. This
event showcased 42 Asian dances from 20
different dance groups. The audience enjoyed a whole day of dance entertainment
on May 29. Each group showcased two of
their best dances competing in the categories
of Modern Dance and Traditional Dance.
Motion Crew, N.W.A, MidKnight Sun,
and Modern Indian Dance Academy R.G.K
Dance Fitness & Studio started the event
performing modern dance style with hiphop moves, break dance stunts, and modern
Bollywood dance.

MidKnight Sun performs hip-hop with a
Hmong twist
MidKnight Sun, performed a compelling
dance to showcase girl power, through the
culture of Hmong hip-hop by incorporating
various forms of modern hip-hop styles with
a Hmong twist.
Modern Indian Dance Academy R.G.K.
Dance & Fitness Studio is the first dance
Academy in the Minneapolis area to offer
classes in the exhilarating and beautiful Bollywood dance styles of India all year round.
Bollywood dancing is a commercial name
for modern Indian dancing. It's a combination of classical Indian dance (which is the
base), folk dancing such as Bhangra and
sometimes has a Latino and Arabic influence. It's fun and very expressive and there's

a lot of deep meaning behind the music. The 6 years and has also recently begun to chomeaning of the music is expressed through reograph some dances of her own through
the graceful movements of the body.
historic knowledge and ancestry practice of
Following the Modern Dance competi- the Hmong ethnicity in addition with her
tion was the Traditional Dance competition. own ideals and style.
Bhutanese Dance Group, Renuka HuWendy performed to “Mekong River
magai and Shara Motey, danced to “Mati Crossing of the Hmong Tribute Dance” and
Ghar”. The song is about the time after a “Snake Goddess” or also known as Dragon
couple gets married; they go to the hus- dance, which portrays deities or originaband’s house, but the home of his parents’ tors of mankind in many flood legends and
house is “mati ghar”.
superstition in myths of ancient Hmong
Silver Skies, a Hmong dance group, folklore and mythology. She also performed
performed the “Peacock Dance” and the a third dance called “Through Mountain’s
“Flower Fairy”.
Grassland” for the general show.
CSE Stars, a dance group from the
Fireflies, consists of 16 Hmong girls
Hmong Charter School, Community School from throughout the Twin Cities. Fireflies
of Excellence, performed to “Hmong Al- are Dao Lan Dance Studio’s youngest girls
phabet” and "Colorful Hmong Village." that have been performing and competing
For many years, decades, centuries, Hmong for the last 2 years. They performed to the
people have been living in the lands of oth- “Fish Dance” and another dance called
ers. Therefore, only imagination can guide “Modernize Little Girls”. Choreographed
them. Hmong imagine their land to be as by Dao Lan, this piece was dedicated to the
colorful as the colors on their costumes. children’s parents for their ongoing support
Blue represents the ocean surrounding the and for giving the children the experience
country; pink, white, and green represents to go beyond and achieve their love for
the glorious blossoms; yellow represents dancing.
the beautiful weather; and qeej, represents
Established in 2002, the Twin Cities
being Hmong.
Minnesota Bright
Stars, a youth dance
group from Hmong
American Mutual Assistance Association
performed to a dance
called "Rhythm of Asia"
showcasing the beauty
of Asia.
Wendy Vang is one
of very few artistic solo
dancers in the field of
Hmong traditional and
cultural dance, and performing arts. She has
MN SunShine won the Audience Favorite Award
been dancing for almost

Twin Cities Chinese Dance Center
Chinese Dance Center (“TCCDC”) is a
non-profit performing arts and educational
organization founded with the goal of promoting the understanding and appreciation
of Chinese culture. TCCDC performed to
“Chu Yao” and “Heavenly Road”, a road
that is a gift, a bond that has united all the
people from all over the country.
Hmong Heroes has been dancing together for 2 years under acclaimed Hmong choreographer – Mai Vang and acrobatic teacher
Jenny Vang. An all-boys dance group, with
strong physical abilities, they have focused
on acrobatic and martial arts, along with
Hmong and Chinese dance styles. Hmong
Heros performed to the “Drum Dance” and
“Country Boys”.
Karen Cultural Organization of MN
danced to “Karen Done Dance” and “Karen
Traditional Dance”. On New Year’s Day, at
marriage ceremonies, and on other significant day, the “Karen” (Koh-Ren) people of
Burma gather, hold hands, sing a song and
Pan Asian Dance continues on Page 10
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Andrew Moy soon to appear in The Smothers Brothers Grimm
By Greg Hugh, Staff Writer
Andrew Moy has not yet finished his
current performance in Jesus Christ Superstar at the Chanhassen Dinner Theater
and has already been selected to appear in
The Smothers Brothers Grimm produced
by Comedy Suitcase during the upcoming
Fringe Festival.
Written by Joshua English Scrimshaw
and Levi Weinhagen and directed by Jim
Robinson, The Smothers Grimm is labeled
as a show for all ages about comedy, death
and fairy tales…but mostly death.
According to the press release issued
by Comedy Suitcase, ten year-old Milton
is a full-fledged comedy geek. His grandfather raised him on the greats; Buster
Keaton, Laurel and Hardy, Lucille Ball,
Bob Newhart, The Smothers Brothers. Now
Grandpa is dead. Tomorrow is his funeral.
As Milton gets ready for bed, his family
tries to comfort him with platitudes and
cheery bedtime stories. Determined to honor
his Grandpa's memory, Milton takes these
stories in a decidedly different direction...
Comedy Suitcase is a Minneapolis based
theatrical production company dedicated to
creating live comedy for all ages. Founded
in 2010 by Joshua English Scrimshaw and
Levi Weinhagen, Comedy Suitcase strives

to bridge the gap between imaginative alongside veteran Twin Cities performers. In
children's theater and nuanced comedy for The Smothers Brothers Grimm, 12 year-old
adults, crafting shows that appeal to young Andrew Moy joins Fringe Festival favorites
and old alike. In the words of Groucho Joshua, Levi, Shanan Custer and Eric Webster with direction by
Marx: "A child of
Brave New Workshop
five could underalum, Jim Robinson.
stand this. Fetch me
The Smothers
a child of five!"
Brothers Grimm serves
The creation of
the Comedy Suitcase
Comedy Suitcase
mission in another eswas inspired by the
sential way. It is part
success of Joshua
of its Comedy Presand Levi's previous
ervation Series. Once
Fringe hit The Harty
a season, Comedy
Boys in the Case of
Suitcase dedicates a
the Limping Platyshow to rememberpus. This affectioning and re-imagining
ate parody of boys'
comedy from a bygone
adventure stories
era, building an apearned the top spot
preciation for classic
at the 2009 festival and inspired a
comedy in its younger
audiences while giving
critically acclaimed
Andrew Moy
older folks a fresh take
holiday sequel, The
on old favorites.
Harty Boys Save
Andrew Moy is super excited to be in
Christmas.
As part of their all-ages mission, Com- his first show with Comedy Suitcase and in
edy Suitcase gives promising young actors addition to his performance in Jesus Christ
the opportunity to hone their comedic skills Superstar, Andrew’s other shows include

Pan Asian Dance continues from Page 9
perform the traditional Don Dance. This
dance depicts a style of life that has been
passed down from generation to generation
for centuries. The song tells of the unity of
a people striving to preserve their traditions
and their memories.
Mu Gung Hwa Korean Dance Academy
is a small dance school in the northwestern
Minneapolis suburb of Osseo, Minn. Eun
Hye Lee, has been teaching dance since
1989. She instills in her students a great
love of Korean dance, art and music. The
“Janggu chum dance” performed in the first
round is an example of dance and drumming
that was done in the villages at harvest
time. Mu Gung Hwa Korean Dance Academy’s second dance was “Buchaechum”.
Widely regarded as the most unique Korean traditional dance, this splendid dance
with luxurious dresses and brilliant fans
of painted blossoms illustrates the beauty
of vivid colors and the harmony of group
movements.
Nkauj Ntxuam Dej started dancing at
Dao Lan Dance School five years ago. They
recently took 1st place in the traditional

Nkauj Ntxuam Dej
“Charming Dance of The Peacocks”

dance category at the 20102011 MN Hmong New Year.
They danced to “Enchanting Fan Dance of
Springtime” and “Charming Dance of The
Peacocks”. A group of passionate peacock
princesses dances in a forest of Bamboo
trees under the mist. The vivid colors of
the dress and slow and rapid twirling dance
movements create of the dress displays the
elegant movement of the peacock.
Mulan performed to a Miao Dance “Live
in the Mountain” and “A Girls Reflection”.
Mulan is one of six teams from Dao Lan
Dance Studio. Mulan consists of Hmong
girls ages 9 years old to 13 years old. They
have been dancing together for two years.
Instructor Dao Lan created both of Mulan’s
dances to showcase the Asian origin, ethnicity and culture. It has been written in
history that the Hmong culture dates back
to at least 2,000 B.C. in China. Over the
years, through warfare, the Hmong has been
dispersed throughout the world but there
are still many “Miao” or Hmong relatives
in the ancestral country of China. Like the
character in the movie Mulan, girls often
struggle with their identity in their culture caught between the dutiful female role and
the desire to be true to oneself. “A Girl’s
Reflection” depicts a struggle that is not only
felt by many females in the Asian culture but
could be universal to all females.
MN SunShine has been dancing together
for the past 11 years, studying under internationally renowned Hmong choreographer
Mai Vang, they have focused on Hmong,
Chinese, Laotian, and Bollywood dance
style. MN SunShine performed to a Bollywood dance and another piece called, “Sun
Dance”. Sun Dance, like its name is a dance
choreographed of MN SunShine Dancers
playing around with the sun. Combining
the group formation and synchronized
movement, the dancers wear long uptight,
bottom-wide skirts flipping with their legs,
along with elegant hand and arm gestures
to resemble the sun.
Rainbow Dance Group consists of girls
ages 8-12. They have been dancing together
for the past 2 years under Jennie Vang.
Rainbow dancers performed to the “Va

Dance” and the “Flower Dance”, portraying
the beautiful peony flowers. Along with
graceful rhythm, girls wearing flower costume, holding the peony flowers, they dance
together to celebrate the Blossom Season.
Nkauj Hmoob Ywj Pheej danced to a
Thai dance and a Hmong dance called, “Hais
Lus Hmoob Ua Ke” (Say Hmong Together).
The song is about speaking in Hmong together. The singer sings in Thai and then
translates the words into Hmong and vice
versa. The dance routines are expressing
with the lyrics in the song and with the
music. Although, the motion of this dance
is very energetic, it still has the beauty of
body movements, joyful facial expression,
and the beauty of pretty hand movements of
traditional Hmong dance.
Ocean Dance Group consists of girls,
ages 9-13 years old. They have been dancing
together for the past 3 years, studying under
Mai Vang. They have often participated in
30 or more performances annually at festivals, schools performance, and Hmong New
Year’s celebrations. Ocean performed to the
“Bamboo Dance” and the “Qeej Dance”.
Qeej is a Hmong musical instrument, and
it is played in major Hmong holidays and
ceremonies. When playing, the musician
has to perform the mandatory steps, which
include spinning (to confuse evil spirits
which may try to prevent the soul of the
deceased from joining his ancestors) and
larger circular patterns (which indicate the
journey on horseback of the soul). Choreographer Mai Vang adapts the tradition and
incorporates with graceful dance movements and enhances with group formations
to honor the Qeej.
The Japanese dance group Sansei Yonsei
Kai continues the long-standing tradition of
the Japanese American community in the
Twin Cities. Sansei Yonsei Kai was formed
over 35 years ago. All members are volunteers committed to the Japanese tradition of
dance. Sansei Yonsei Kai dancers perform
at many festivals and celebrations in the
Twin Cities as well as educational programs
such as the Festival of Nations, Como Park
Lantern Lighting Festival, Dragon Festival
and the Minnesota State Fair. As a group of

A Christmas Carol (Guthrie) for the past
3 years, Baseball Saved Us (Mixed Bood),
Bridge to Terabithia (Lyric Arts), Willy Wonka (Stages), The 500 Hats of Bartholomew
Cubbins (Children Theater Company) and
Goodnight Andy! (Fringe Festival 2009).
When he’s not performing on stage, he loves
to sing and produce interactive computer
games. Andrew is also an accomplished
magician, so be careful if he asks to borrow
a dollar bill!
Join Comedy Suitcase as they rewrite
Grimm's original folktales in the signature
style of 20th Century comedy masters. Finally, a dark comedy for the whole family!
There will be 7 performances at the University of Minnesota Rarig Center Thrust Stage.
For ticket info and more information about
the Fringe Festival visit
www.fringefestival.org. For more info about
Comedy Suitcase visit
www.comedysuitcase.com. 
Editor’s Note: Andrew Moy was recently
profiled by staff writer, Anthony James, pg.
10 of the May, 2011 issue of China Insight.
Visit our Web site to see a copy of the article: www.chinainsight.info and click on
Past Issues.
multicultural dancers they foster the understanding and awareness of Japanese culture
through the recreation and presentation of
traditional and contemporary ethnic dance.
Sansei Yonsei Kai performed a general
performance as they danced to a popular
Japanese song- “Fuji” “Sukiyaki”.
The Asian Media Access Dance Group
performed a finale with a marvelous ribbon
dance. Combining all 5 different groups
within AMA, 82 students came together and
showcased the ribbon dance for the closing
of Pan Asian Arts Dance Festival.
In the Modern Dance competition,
Motion Crew placed first and MidKnight
Sun placed second. In the Traditional
Dance competition, Nkauj Ntxuaj Dej
placed first, TCCDC placed second, Karen
Cultural Organization of MN placed third,
MN SunShine placed fourth, and Mu Gung
Hwa Korean Dance Academy placed fifth.
The Audience Favorite Award went to the
MN SunShine.
Final performances by the award winners successfully concluded the Pan Asian
Dance Festival. To learn more, visit
www.panasianartsalliance.org. 

Motion Crew
Modern Dance competition winners
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Chinese American art
exhibit joins Minnesota
Chinese American photo
display
By Greg Hugh, Staff Writer
Cultural Perspectives: 100 Years of
Chinese American History in Minnesota
from 1911 to 2011 – A Story from Within
recently opened at the Burnsville Performing Arts Center (BPAC). It was supposed
to kick off during the International Festival
of Burnsville on June 18, 2011 that included
an Opening Reception but, unfortunately,
the International Festival was canceled
because of the constant rain that occurred
throughout the day.
Fortunately the Cultural Perspectives
exhibit which combines a collection of
historical photos and an arts exhibition reflecting the Chinese American experience in
Minnesota was being held inside the BPAC
Gallery. The Gallery provided the perfect
area to display this exhibit with 2,000 square
feet of space with spacious white walls, dark
natural wood flooring and vaulted ceiling

in the homeland.
The exhibit consists of two parts: there
is the 100 Years Historical Photo Exhibition II that was first featured at the Historic
Landmark Center and St. Paul, MN and an
exhibition of Chinese American Artists.
The Artists’ Exhibition features noted
local artists’ works that define and reflect
Chinese American experience in MN. Following is a list of the artist that are included
in the exhibit along with their medium:
James Chen, Sculpture; Elinor Lee Cheung,
Acrylic and Oil Painting; Wing Young
Huie, Documentary Photography; Daniel
Lee, Chinese Brush Painting; Weiming Lu,
Brush and Digital Exploration of Calligraphy; Camdi Phan, Oil Painting; Pei Shen,
Calligraphy and Chinese Brush Painting;
YuDong Shen, Chinese Brush and Oil Painting; Minghong Sun, Cross-Stitch Embroidery; Ian-En (Amy) Wiegert, Chinese Brush
Painting; Cheuk Sang Yim, Chinese Brush
Painting; Anlin Zen, Portrait Photography;
Cai Yun Zhou, Paper Cutting; Katie Zhou,
Nature Photography.

The Cultural Perspectives exhibit is the
focus of display at the BPAC Art Gallery
The motivation for focusing on the 100
years from 1911 to 2011 was inspired by the
Minnesota Historical Society book, Chinese
in Minnesota description "By 1910 the Chinese population
had grown to nearly 400. This included
more than 100 Chinese men in Iron
Range towns, where they operated
small businesses, including laundries,
to meet the demands of the men who
worked in lumber camps and mines.
Family life developed slowly in Minnesota's early Chinese community and
elsewhere in the United States, due to
the restrictions of the immigration law,
Chinese tradition, and the high cost of
trans-Pacific travel. Nevertheless, at
least six families were established in
Minnesota before 1910."
The year 1911 is seen as a new beginning for the Chinese Americans in Minnesota, with established immigration patterns
and the events which followed, such as:
established cultural and social organizations, businesses, involvement in mainland
politics, and active education exchange, etc.
The exhibit contains information about
Chinese immigration history in Minnesota,
the settlement experience, and their memories in relationships to historical events back
Below: Alejandra Pelinka (l) BPAC Art
Gallery Director extends welcome to
gathering and artists in attendance

Calligrapher/Artist Weiming Lu discusses
his exploration of brush and digital
calligraphy with Linda Hugh
During the opening night reception,
guests were provided an opportunity to meet
and visit with most of the artists that were
in attendance and were provided a guided
tour of the exhibit.
The exhibit is made possible in part by
funds provided by the MN Historical Society, Metropolitan Regional Arts Council
from a grant from The McKnight Foundation and an appropriation by the Minnesota
Legislature and is sponsored by: Republic
of China (Taiwan) Centennial Celebration
Commission of MN (ROC100 MN), Minnesota Chinese Cultural Services Center
(MCCSC), Chinese American Academic
and Professionals Association in MN (CAAPAM), International Festival of Burnsville
(IFB), Burnsville Performing Arts Center
(BPAC), Asian Media Access.
The free exhibit will continue to be on
display until July 16, 2011. BFAC is located
at 12600 Nicollet Avenue, Burnsville, Minn.
For additional information and Gallery
hours, visit www.burnsvillepac.com.
Additional information on future events
can be obtained by visiting
http://roc100minnesota.info/, calling:
651-733-9827, or e-mailing:
roc100mn@gmail.com.
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Minneapolis
Institute of Arts
appoints new
Head of Asian Art
Department
Appointment accompanied by the endowment
of two additional mid-level Asian curatorships
The Minneapolis Institute of Arts (MIA),
home to one of the most important Asian
art collections in the nation, on June 7, announced on the appointment of Liu Yang,
Ph.D., as the new curator of Chinese art
and head of the museum’s Department of
Asian Art. The MIA also announced the
creation of two new, mid-level curatorships
in Asian art, spurred by a challenge grant
from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.
Dr. Liu comes to the museum from the Art
Gallery of New South Wales in Sydney,
where he has worked as senior curator of
Chinese art since 1997. Concurrently, he
was an adjunct professor at the University
of New South Wales, and the University of
Sydney. He will assume his position with
the MIA in June 2011. The appointment of
Dr. Liu as head of the Asian Art department
and the two soon-to-be announced Asian art
curators will allow the MIA to continue to
strengthen the scholarship and presentation
of its Asian art collection, whose particular
strengths lie in Chinese and Japanese art,
but which also includes significant holdings in Himalayan, Indian, Southeast Asian,
Islamic, and Korean art.
“Dr. Liu’s experience as a senior curator
of Chinese art positions him well to manage our magnificent and world-renowned
collection of Chinese art and architecture,”
said Kaywin Feldman, director and president of the MIA. “Yang has demonstrated
excellence in building collections, curating
exhibitions, and writing publications, all
of which will add to and complement the
strengths of our curatorial area. We also
look forward to welcoming two other new
Asian art curators as we expand and deepen
the scholarship and exhibition of our collection. The two curators, one focusing on India
and Southeast Asia, and the other focusing
on Japan and Korea, will be selected by the
MIA in the coming year.”
“We found Yang after a careful and
extensive international search,” said Matthew Welch, deputy director of the MIA,
and curator of Japanese and Korean art. “He
brings international contacts and experience,
an impressive list of exhibitions, and an expansive knowledge of Chinese art, and we
look forward to him bringing his considerable expertise to bear on the MIA’s Asian
collections and programming. We were also
smitten by his open personality and quick
sense of humor.”
Born in China, Liu Yang graduated from
Southwest University in Sichuan with an
M.A. degree, and has served as a lecturer at
the Beijing International Studies University.
In 1997 he completed his Ph.D. in Chinese
art history and archaeology at the School of
Oriental and African Studies, University of
London. Exhibitions Dr. Liu curated during
his tenure at the Art Gallery of New South

Dr. Liu Yang
Wales include: “Homage to the Ancestors:
Ritual Art from the Chu Kingdom,” 2011;
“The First Emperor: China’s Entombed
Warriors,” 2010; “The Lost Buddhas: Chinese Buddhist Sculpture from Qingzhou;”
2008; “Translucent World: Chinese Jade
from the Forbidden City,” 2007; “The Poetic
Mandarin: Chinese Calligraphy from the
James Hayes Collection,” 2005; “Fantastic
Mountains: Chinese Landscape Painting
from the Shanghai Museum,” 2004; “Masks
of Mystery: Ancient Chinese Bronzes from
Sanxingdui,” 2001; and “Fragrant Space:
Chinese Flower and Bird Painting of the
Ming and Qing Dynasties,” 2000. He was
the principal author of the accompanying catalogues. Two of them, Fantastic
Mountains and The Poetic Mandarin, have
received book awards from the Art Association of Australia & New Zealand for best
large and small catalogues 2004/2006.
“I am honored to have the opportunity to
join this dynamic team at the Minneapolis
Institute of Arts, and to make a contribution
to an organization with such a great collection and scholarly tradition,” Dr. Liu said.
The MIA is also pleased to announce the
establishment of two new associate curator
positions in Asian art. The curatorships are
being funded through a Mellon Challenge
Grant, a National Endowment for the Humanities Challenge Grant, and $2.5 million
in matching funding pledged by longtime
museum patron Jane Emison and an anonymous private donor. Currently, searches are
underway for these curators of Japanese and
Korean art, and Indian and Southeast Asian
art. “The MIA is honored to receive these
generous investments,” said Feldman. “Now
that Dr. Liu is on board, we look forward to
moving ahead with these important searches
and building the best possible team of Asian
art curators,” she said. 
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Dissident artist Ai Weiwei Chinese Li Na Asia’s first
set free by Chinese police French Open champ
but conditions of his release By Anthony James, Staff Writer
This past month has been a whirlwind nis and encouraged her to begin training.
for
professional
tennis player Li Na. Since In 1997 she joined the national team and
limit his ability to speak
early in year she has been offered endorse- worked alongside many rising amateur tenBy Greg Hugh, Staff Writer

Ai Weiwei
After nearly three months in detention,
• No leaving Beijing: A source tells Rerenowned artist and outspoken government uters that Ai can move freely about Beijing
critic, Ai Weiwei has been released on bail but must report his whereabouts to authoriand has stated the conditions of his release ties whenever he leaves the house. Hong
meant he could not talk more.
Lei, a Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman,
The official Xinhua News Agency said has confirmed that Ai can't leave Beijing
Ai confessed to tax evasion, accusations his without permission, while Ai's wife, Lu
family had long denied and which activists Qing, tells the AP that her husband is folhad denounced as a false premise for detain- lowed by plainclothes officers wherever he
ing him. He has spoken out strongly against goes. Filmmaker Alison Klayman informs
the ruling Communist Party, and his family the Global Post that these travel restrictions
and supporters say he was being punished strike at the heart of Ai's work: "His art has
for speaking out about the communist lead- been shown most often abroad, in Europe,
ership and social problems.
the U.S. and other parts of Asia, and he
According to numerous news sources, travels a lot to prepare and install shows.
following are some of the restrictions that He may not be able to do that."
Chinese officials have reportedly laid out as
China says it's imposing these restrica condition of Weiwei’s release.
tions because Ai is still under investigation
• No interviews with the media: Ai for economic crimes (the authorities haven't
says he can't speak with reporters, but he's formally charged Ai yet but claim he already
done so informally nonetheless. He emerged confessed). The Wall Street Journal, howfrom his studio on Thursday with a fresh ever, is skeptical, noting that the conditions
haircut and T-shirt with his name in big, bold "effectively neutralize [Ai] as a political
letters to briefly mingle with reporters. But activist, while appearing to grant him freehe's saying very little of substance--mainly dom." Chinese law expert Jerome A. Cohen
thanking the international community for tells the Journal that Ai received a form of
its support, discussing his meals and lack bail that Chinese law enforcement officials
of sleep, and saying how great it is to be often use for politically sensitive cases. He
home. Ai has long been a darling of the doesn't think Ai will face trial if he adheres
international media.
to the conditions of his release, but points
• No tweeting: Ai was a prolific tweeter, out that the world-renowned artist would
but he hasn’t tweeted to his nearly 90,000 need to "reinvent" himself to comply with
followers since April 3, the day he was the terms above. And if he doesn't comply?
detained. He says he's not allowed to use The threat of renewed detention is eversocial media.
present. 

An Old Country with Modern Makeup
Continues from Page 4
has not been more challenging than the
present days.
With the non-stop fast train service now,
many regular trains are cut on the route
between Beijing and Shanghai. As the highspeed railroad [expands], regular trains are
cut between smaller cities. Although the
current layout benefits business travelers
between big metropolitan areas, it is more
expensive and inconvenient for the majority
of railroad passengers in China: the farmers without much money. In many people’s
minds, if you want to travel fast, you should
by an air ticket.
Government owned railroad is meant to
be an affordable way to travel for all. The

Ministry of Railroad Services is now like a
for-profit business instead of a department
of the national government. As the Taiwanese president Mr. Ma YingJiu said, “If you
(the government) is the judge as well as
the lawyer, no wonder why you win every
single case.” A representative from Canton
in the National Assembly said, “As a result
of government becoming a for profit business instead of trying to accommodate as
many of its citizens as possible, things will
become extremely hard for the ones not
being accommodated properly.”1
Another problem coming with the
“modern makeup” is that it has become
more and more difficult to preserve regional

ment deals with Rolex, Haagen-Dazs, and nis players from across the nation. Though
Mercedes Benz, traveled across countless a formidable teammate, Li Na’s free spirit
countries as a cultural ambassador, even soon endured complications, especially with
the price of a domain name lina.cn was her instructor’s coaching methods. In 1999
recently valued in the tens of thousands. Li broke off to become a professional, later
This would be of no
placing her husband
surprise for any tenand former teamnis fan: in winning
mate Jiang Shan as
the Women’s singles
her personal coach.
championship in the
Between 1999 and
French Open in ear2004 Li would go
ly June, Li Na not
on to win 20 womonly became China’s
en’s titles: 19 ITF
first women ever to
events and one WTA
win a major tournatitle. Though she did
ment, but also the
meet losses playing
first Asian player to
against some of best
Chinese tennis star Li Na
win a Grand Slam in
players in the world,
the singles category.
Li broke significant ground for China: Li’s
Winning the French title has appeared to first WTA title was the first ever WTA title
be the pinnacle of a grueling year for Li Na. won by a Chinese. In 2006, Li became the
Prior to winning the French Open she had first Chinese to be ranked in the top 30
worked her way up through the Australian players in the world, eventually breaking
open to become the first Chinese to reach a into the top 20 that year. Even through her
Grand Slam final. In her final against num- solo career, Li also managed to become a
ber three seed Kim Clijsters, Li Na suffered student again. In 2002 she took a break from
a close loss but ultimately gained a career tennis to complete a degree in journalism in
high worldwide ranking of #7. Afterward, Beijing. She returned to the national team in
Li would then lose at the 2011 Dubar Tennis 2004 and later would join an experimental
Championship and the 2011 Qatar Ladies reform policy that allowed players to chose
Open. When she entered into the French their own coaches as well as garner a much
Open, she was seeded in sixth place.
higher percentage of their winnings which
The final game was against Francesca usually went all to the government.
Schiavonne in the French Open was watched
Li Na’s fame soon brought fresh eyes
by 95 million viewers in China. The front to the sport, Although she was becoming a
page of the leading newspapers in China star in China, most of the world did not even
hailed her as “writing an Asian legend”, know about Li Na until the 2008 Summer
anointing her has a national hero and ambas- Olympics in Beijing. In two straight sets, Li
sador of Chinese values. As a rising icon, defeated the American superstar Venus Wilmany marketers have predicted that Li Na liams, 7-5, 7-5. Though she lost in the semi
would become one of the most valuable ath- final match against Russian Dinara Safina
letes in future years, noting the ever growing and would lose again against Russian Vera
a fan base among the large Chinese market. Zyonareva in the bronze medal match, the
With Li Na taking a place just behind Yao West took note of a potential tennis star in
Ming in Forbes Chinese Celebrity, the name the making.
recognition has propelled the sport into the
As of June 23, Li Na’s journey into the
limelight, which is quite a new market. In women’s Wimbleton title came to an abrupt
China, tennis is ranked third behind soccer end in the second round. Though upset of
and basketball in terms of popularity and a the loss, the tennis star appeared hopeful of
low percentage of the population watch it the future when talking with the media. As
regularly.
there have been setbacks in the past before,
Li Na’s journey into the sport began the Grand Slam champion is humbled to
when her badminton coaches noticed that return home to meet the millions of new
her swing and form was more akin to ten- tennis fans awaiting her. 
cultures. The modernization of China in the
past 30 years is almost a process of promoting Northern, especially Beijing, culture
throughout the country. Mandarin is imposed on every single school in the country,
and students are not allowed to speak local
speech in school publicly. The result is that
many Cantonese children speak Mandarin
only, and the Shanghai Opera Company is
having difficult time to find fluent Shanghai
accent speakers to be in their shows. This
is like some guy going over to Harvard and
Boston Latin School saying that you guys all
have to get rid of your Boston accent. If that
has been done, Boston accent, as an important part to New England’s history, will be
gone soon. Local speech and certain special
usages are coming from the region’s history
and are as valuable as the Forbidden City.
I think everyone should know Mandarin to
communicate. However, regional cultures,

including regional speeches, should be
preserved.
Those are the two major concerns I
raised on the trip; however, I have to say that
the modern makeup China is wearing has
worked well in general. Although there are
many problems, such as the two examples
I gave above, no makeup can be perfect.
Using them not perfectly is the only way to
try them out. 
Li Yu, a National People’s Assembly
Representative from Canton commented
on an experiment which shows that making
a truck to transport rice from Canton to
Beijing under the conditions of completely
obeying governmental regulations and paying all fees the government collecting will
result in a cost of transportation higher than
the cost of transporting the same amount of
rice to the U.S.
1
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Enter the dragons
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There are several versions of the origins
of dragon boats. The most popular commemorates Qu Yuan, a poet and loyal but
exiled court official in the southern state
of Chu during the Warring States period
(475-221 BC). According to the legend,
Qu waded into the Miluo river carrying a
large rock to commit suicide to maintain his
integrity upon learning of a coming invasion
by a neighboring state.
Hearing of his death, people rushed out
to the middle of the river in their fishing
boats and beat drums and splashed the water
with their paddles in order to keep evil spirits from his body. Later on, they scattered
rice into the water to prevent the fish from
devouring his body.
It then evolved into the annual dragon
boat festival that falls on the "double fifth"
- the fifth day of the fifth month of the lunar
calendar - in which people often eat zongzi,
rice dumplings wrapped in bamboo or reed
leaves.
As Chinese people have settled in different parts of the world, the festival, especially
the dragon boat racing, has become a feature
of local Chinese communities around Asia,
Europe, the United States and Oceania. Now
more than 50 million people in more than 50
countries and regions regularly participate in
dragon boat racing, according to the Chinese
Dragon Boat Association.
Last year, at the Asian Games in Guangzhou, dragon boat racing was staged as a
competitive event for the first time, which
was far beyond Wu's imagination when he
first became involved as a child.
Wu's family had four boats and he began
rowing when he was 10 years old.
"I know only two things - fish-farming
and racing," he said.
"I watched my father competing. It was
so exciting. I wanted to do it too."
He joined the local racing team when
he was 20.
"My childhood experience has greatly
helped me improve my skills in dragon
boat racing."
Hard training has helped Wu and his
team win dozens of medals in competitions
over the last two decades and the Jiujiang
team has had many chances to participate
in large dragon boat racing events due to
its outstanding performance in Guangdong
province.
At the Asian Games, Wu led the Chinese
squad to two bronze medals in the men's
250-meter and 500-meter straight races.
"Young people like me always dreamed
of being a successful racer. Racing allows
us to visit so many places," he said.
However, that is no longer the case since
taking over as the coach of the Jiujiang
squad in January, Wu is trying to think of
ways to attract more young people to participate in dragon boat racing.
"Now fewer local people carry on the
tradition," said Zhu Wenquan, who was Wu's
predecessor as coach. "The racing is very
tough and young people are more interested
in finding jobs in cities."
Few local people have developed any
interest in dragon boat racing in recent years
although the Jiujiang team has performed
outstandingly in a series of domestic and
international events, according to Zhu.
"When we played in the Asian Games
last year, the average age of the team members was almost 40 years old," said Zhu.
The current team includes six retired
players from Liaoning and Hunan provinces
and six young local players.

Yu Hanqiao, the secretary-general of
the Chinese Dragon Boat Association, expressed the same concerns.
"Although the birthplace of dragon
boats, China is losing the advantage. Our
Asian neighbors and countries in the Europe
and America are doing great now," Yu said.
"It is a good thing to make dragon boats a
competitive sport. But we should pay more
attention to the cultural connotations of it
and observe all the related rituals as a whole,
or dragon boats will attract fewer and fewer
people."
For Wu, launching a national dragon
boat league would help attract more young
people to participate in the traditional event.
"Dragon boat racing should be done in a
professional way. There should be more professional participants and clubs," Wu said.
"Only through establishing professional
clubs can participants have a stable income
and dragon boat racing be promoted."
The Jiujiang club was set up three
years ago, with an investment of nearly
[US$927,000] from a local wine company.
Under the club system, each player earns
[US$232] each month. If they take part in
competitions they make more money. After
the Asian Games, the local government also
awarded the team [US$231,750].
Wu said there should also be more
schools to develop young talent. At present,
China has only one dragon boat academy.
The school, based in Jiujiang, has so far
developed more than 40 professional players, two of whom are in the Jiujiang club. 
Reporters Qiu Quanlin in Foshan,
Guangdong province, and Tan Yue in Beijing.
Reprinted by permission of China Daily
(www.chinadaily.com.cn).

Editor’s note: The Twin Cities
pan-Asian event featuring dragon
boat racing, Dragon Festival 2011,
will be held Sat. July 9 and Sun.
July 10 at Lake Phalen in St. Paul.
For more information about the
festival visit the Web site
www.dragonfestival.org.
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Chinese Inventions
Compass
By Anthony James, Staff Writer
The human mind is always prone to seek
new destinations from the first twinkling of
time. Armed with the knowledge of previous
explorers whose corpses now symbolized
their doomed attempts, the earliest humans
sought many ways in which they could both
span the globe and make their way back
safely. First, they would use landmarks, then
the stars, then when the fog rolled in and the
clouds bloomed overhead they would sit on
their hands and hope someone would find
them before the food ran out. The discovery
of the Earth’s natural magnetism and its use
to find direction proved useful to launch the
great Age of Discovery, a period in human
history where Europeans engaged in mass
amounts of exploration around the world.
The Chinese had a hand in setting the wheel
in motion, as we will investigate further.
Although the Chinese did develop some
of the earliest compasses in the 4th century
BC, they were probably not used for navigation, so to speak. In The Book of the Devil
Valley Master, which was written in the 4th

century, its author notes that the use of the
compass was for individuals to harmonize
themselves and their possessions within
their environments. We know this school
of thought today as being a part of Feng
Shui, an ancient Chinese practice. Many
early writings indicated that the Chinese
knew about lodestone and its properties
that could be used to harness the Earth’s
magnetic field. Lodestone was a form of
mineral magnetite that aligned itself with
the Earth’s polar North. For the Chinese,
they would shape the mineral into a ladle
and lay it flat upon a squared sided plate
made of bronze. In the center of plate was
a circle in which the ladle rested on top; this
section would represent the heavens while
the remaining square stood for the Earth.
These compasses, though primitive and not
entirely accurate, would pave the way to
worldwide exploration.
A Song Dynasty book dating about
1040-1044 AD made reference to a magnetic device to be used as a direction finder.

The device utilized an iron needle in the
shape of a fish that always pointed south. As
a natural compass, the device was suggested
for use during the night when orientation
was difficult.
Shen Kuo first wrote of the first suspended magnetic needle compass in 1088
AD. Joseph Needham, a British scientist
and historian who worked extensively in
China in the past century, described the dry
compass as small wooden turtle that carried
a small piece of lodestone in its tail. While
suspended by a board, the turtle would move
so that the tail would always point in the
cardinal north direction. Needham would
write that though the Chinese developed
and used a suspended needle compass in
the Song Dynasty and continuing in Yuan
Dynasty, the use of a wet compass was much
more common.

www.chinainsight.info
In the 14th century the Europeans had
developed their own dry compass that fit
into a box frame. The Chinese later adopted
the European compass in the 16th century
after learning of its use through Japanese
pirates. However, the use of the Chinese
design prevailed into the 18th century.
There were many ways in which the
seafaring journeyman sought his course
across the vast oceans of our planet. He
would follow the Sun when it rose, he’d
use landmarks given to him by others, and
at night he would memorize the bodies of
stars that lay across the celestial heavens.
But there were still obstacles that deterred
the early explorers: if it rained, if the trip
grew overcast the explorer had no other
choice but to turn back. With the invention
like the compass, which allowed uninterrupted travel, the world was able to develop
trade routes, share information, and discover
natural resources that would propel the
advancement of technology and science.
The Compass, Papermaking, Printing and
Gunpowder would make the four Chinese
inventions that are the most well known
today. In our next installment, we will investigate some of the lesser known of Chinese
innovations. 

Chameleon: How Chinese food has adapted to its
surroundings worldwide
Almonds and Oranges: Spanish Chinese Food
By Elizabeth Greenberg, Staff Writer
It's easier to find evidence of China
inside Spain than you would think, considering that the first record of Chinese people
settling in Spain only dates back to 1577.
The Palacio Real (royal palace) in Madrid
contains seven enormous blue-and-white
Chinese vases from various centuries and
several "chinoiserie" themed rooms, confusedly featuring the bright lacquers found
in traditional Chinese architecture without
the complexity and refinement of the traditional designs. And in modern culture, it's
easy to find dollar stores or jewelry shops
with Chinese names, and easier still to find
Chinese restaurants.
Obviously, the latter was of special
interest to me, so when my family went to
Spain to celebrate my brother's graduation
from medical school (congratulations, Dr.
Greenberg), I convinced them to go with
me to a Chinese restaurant in Seville and
endured their giggling at me for taking
extensive notes.
Chinese restaurants have a slightly different history in Spain than they do in many
of the other countries I've talked about.
The first real wave of Chinese immigrants came in the 1920s and 1930s, but
unlike in many countries, they did not come
primarily as manual laborers. Most of the
Chinese immigrants of that generation, in
fact, became traveling peddlers. It wasn't
until after World War II that they expanded
into the restaurant industry. Chinese restaurants are not as ubiquitous in Spain as
they are in the United States, but they're
still relatively common, especially in the
big cities.
The restaurant I eventually chose was located in Seville, a somewhat odd choice for
a Chinese restaurant in Spain. The largest
Chinese populations in Spain are located in
Madrid, Barcelona, and the Canary Islands.
Seville is more known for its gardens, its
cultural life, and the bitter oranges dotting
the streets than for its international cuisine.

The orange trees actually made it especially
odd for me: while the oranges in Seville
are too bitter to be used for much besides
marmalade, regular orange trees are grown
in southern Spain as well. It's difficult to
find a restaurant in the country that doesn't
serve zumo natural, or freshly squeezed
orange juice. When I lived in Beijing, by
contrast, orange juice was one of the most
exorbitantly priced drinks you could buy
and difficult to track down.
I chose a restaurant mere blocks from
Seville's famous cathedral. Hang Zhou,
named after the Chinese city, was a small
restaurant with a few stylings that reminded
me of the nearby cathedral: intricately
wrought gold on the Chinese lanterns, high
ceilings. Though the restaurant didn't exactly live up to the Chinese proverb ("above
there is heaven, below there is Hangzhou
and Suzhou,") my experience there taught
me some interesting things not only about
Spanish Chinese cuisine, but about SpanishChinese relations.
The main menu listed a number of U.S.
and Chinese staples-- homestyle and mapo

tofu, garlic chicken-- along with some less
familiar dishes, like 'Chinese salad' and 'four
seasons dumplings.' I asked the waitress
what would be especially typical of Spanish
Chinese food, and she recommended the
almond chicken, which both my parents ordered. I ordered the Chinese salad ("without
ham," my brother added, when we asked
about whether the dish was vegetarian) and
the mapo tofu. I was curious as to how the
dish would be treated in Spain, where spicy
food was extremely unusual. My brother
ordered mixed vegetables with added tofu.
Chinese salad turned out to be lettuce,
carrots, seaweed, vinegar, and the ham my
brother had requested they not put in. (They
returned the salad to the kitchen and came
back with the same salad with most of the
ham picked out.) It bore even less resemblance to any Chinese dish I'd ever seen than
the mandarin-orange-loaded Chinese chop
salads popular in the States. The mapo tofu
was unlike any other mapo tofu I had ever
eaten-- barely spicy at all, and full of vegetables. In fact, it contained precisely the
same vegetables as my brother's mixed vegetables with tofu.
Almond chicken
turned out to have
whole almonds
in it, rather than
the familiar almond slivers,
and according to
my mother, the
almonds were
amazing. All of
the sauces were
thinner than Chinese sauces in the
States, though
despite the complaints littering
the internet, I did
not find them any
greasier than their
Oranges in Seville, Spain

American or Chinese counterparts.
There was a separate dessert menu,
which is again typical of Spanish restaurants. Desserts, in my experience, are where
Chinese food takes on the most local flavor,
as most Chinese desserts are made of unusual ingredients (plums, melon seeds) and
are a balance of salty and sweet. This menu
was no exception: although some dishes
(fried bananas, various Néstlé products)
were familiar from the States, there were
a fair number of local dishes (flan) and
unfamiliar variations. I ordered the fried
bananas flambé out of curiosity, and our
waitress proceeded to bring out some fried
bananas, douse them in orange liqueur, and
set them on fire.
The food was, as it is in the States,
incredibly inexpensive for restaurant food.
And most interesting to me, the waitresses
both spoke Mandarin to one another but
were unusually reluctant to speak it with me
and completely uncurious as to how I knew
the language. In the States and in China,
virtually everyone I spoke Mandarin to wondered where and why I learned the language:
the lack of curiosity made me wonder if
Chinese Spanish culture really was as closed
as popular perception indicated.

Best restaurant worldwide?

Unsurprisingly, the most written-up Chinese restaurant I've been able to encounter
in Spain is located in Madrid, home of one
of the largest Chinese populations on Spain.
Jia Xiang Xiao Chi (literally "homestyle
snacks") is very popular with Madrid locals,
though nearly no one knows the actual name
of the restaurant: it is better known as "the
Chinese restaurant under Plaza de España."
Reviewers especially recommend their
dumplings and noodles. 
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Great expectations and the making of S&ED
Continues from Page 1
Financial Summit in London in 2009, both
sides agreed to merge the two dialogues
into the China-U.S. Strategic and Economic
Dialogue (S&ED).
The new dialogue mechanism is comprised of a strategic track and an economic
track. Its participants are also of the highest
rank: Chinese Vice Premier Wang Qishan
and State Councilor Dai Bingguo co-chair
the dialogue with U.S. Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton and Secretary of the Treasury Timothy Geithner.
The first meeting was held in Washington in 2009. The second meeting, held
in Beijing in 2010, produced 26 specific
outcomes. In the latter, the United States
pledged to seriously consider the issue of
China's market economy status and speed
up the process of acknowledging that status.
The S&ED continues to play an important role in further promoting the bilateral
relations.

Global Impact

Both China and the United States have
attached great importance to the dialogue.
The head of the host country gives the opening speech and over 50 ministerial officials
in charge of the two countries respective
sectors attend the meetings.
The topics cover bilateral and multilateral issues as well as long-standing and
emerging problems. Topics that involve
several sectors facilitate better teamwork.
For example, anti-terrorism is a security
issue, but it requires coordination of the
treasury departments of both nations since
"following the money" and cutting off its
supply is critical.
Standing at a historical crossroads, the
third round of the S&ED is expected to
have a deeper and wider impact on bilateral
relations than ever before. Sino-U.S. relations have chilled a little over U.S. arms
sales to Taiwan, Obama's meeting with
the Dalai Lama, and Google's withdrawal
from the Chinese mainland. Decisive action
was needed to restore a positive agenda.
Chinese President Hu Jintao's visit to the
United States in January this year brought
the derailed Sino-U.S. relationship back to
normal. Trust between the two nations has
been restored and the tone of the relationship
has been reset, so the future of its progress
on a more certain track. In a spirit of mutual respect and cooperation, China and the
United States issued a joint statement agreeing to build a comprehensive and mutually
beneficial partnership.
The riots in the Middle East and North
Africa, regime changes in Tunisia and
Egypt, and the civil war in Libya signal
changes are coming to those regions. Moreover, the situation on the Korean Peninsula
is tense and the Iran nuclear issue makes no
progress. The global economy has not even
completely recovered from the financial
crisis, yet the world must face challenges
like climate change and rising food and oil
prices.
S&ED's outcomes will definitely impact
G20 summit policies promoting coordination and cooperation between developed
countries and developing countries, the
elimination of trade protectionism, facilitation of innovation in the financial system,
and reform of the international monetary
system.

Dialogue Hot Spots

The dialogue's strategic track will
probably reach principled consensuses on

some of the issues such as global economic
resurgence, world economic balancing, cooperation of the two countries in new energy
resources and related issues. Two topics
promise to be the hot center of negotiations.

Currency appreciation cure for
trade imbalance – a red herring

The China-U.S. trade volume reached
US$300 billion in 2010 while China's trade
surplus stood at US$250 billion. The figure
may trigger U.S. trade protectionism, but
China is the fastest growing market for
U.S. exports. However, China doesn't seek
a trade surplus. A trade surplus with the
United States does not accrue to China but
is re-distributed on a regional basis, as a
result of the international division of labor
and trade balance.
An illustration of the problem printed in
the Washington Post is a popular example:
though an iPhone is sold at US$600, less
than one third of the profit goes to component suppliers and assemblers. Only few
dollars are paid to Chinese assemblers,
far less than to the component suppliers in
Japan, South Korea and Germany. For most
products, the beginning and the end parts
of the process make the biggest contribution: research & development, along with
distribution, sales and services, share the
greatest part of the profits. Trade surpluses
with the United States produced by Chinese
manufacturing and assembly are being redistributed to China's other trading partners
like Japan and South Korea. Some things
promise to change this situation; the United
States should relax restrictions over technology exports to China and acknowledge
its market economy status so as to create a
healthy environment and expand trade on
both sides of the Pacific.
But the United States holds that China
obtains a competitive advantage in trade via
its lower currency value, which causes the
trade imbalance between China and United
States. Consequently, in some American
political and academic circles there is a
call for RMB appreciation. However, the
RMB's value is not the reason for the weak
competitiveness of the U.S. economy or
its dwindling employment opportunities.
Take the currency fluctuation between the
U.S. dollar and Japanese yen for example;
the yen was under heavy pressure and appreciated sharply against the U.S. dollar
in 1985, but a favorable balance of trade
between Japan and United States did not
decrease to any real extent in the following
decade. Although some conventional export
products shrunk due to the change in competitive conditions, the export of high-tech
products kept growing. Moreover, due to
Japan's long-term economic downturn, it
was impossible to increase its importation
from the United States. The trade imbalance
between the United States and Japan hasn't
fundamentally changed and this is concealed
by the trade imbalance between the United
States and China. The international economic imbalance is rooted in the imbalances
of U.S. macroeconomic policy, the savings
and consumption ratio, a loose monetary
policy, rampant financial speculation and
weak supervision of markets.
Whenever a great power is rising, its
currency becomes more valuable. The
RMB exchange rate against the U.S. dollar
has increased over five percent since 2005.
The figure was 3.5 percent in 2010 alone.
Therefore, the RMB should be able to sustain a reasonable level of appreciation in the

future. The issue of the RMB exchange rate
is a matter of China's monetary sovereignty.
The appreciation is bringing about heavy
pressure on China's export enterprises. Accordingly, the room to appreciate should
be based on China's assessment and judgment on the current situation. In a sense,
China's enterprises face enormous pressure
to make profits while trying to mitigate a
severe unemployment situation, which has
objectively restrained the government from
appreciating the RMB in the wake of the
yen's appreciation. A gradual and controlled
appreciation in 2005 was key to upgrading
the industrial structure of China's exports.
To balance bilateral trade, many choices
exist other than currency appreciation. For
example, boosting product price by factor price (salaries and other costs) would
not only expand China's import demands,
but also eliminate its outdated production
capacity and reduce the export scale of low
efficiency products.

gions experience social turbulence, besides
which, climate change and environmental
pollution are propelling the development of
green energy the world over. Being major
energy consumers, China and the United
States share extensive common interests.
On Obama's visit to China in 2009,
the two nations agreed to work together in
research and development of new energy.
Though China's fast-growing market in new
energy provides favorable opportunities for
bilateral cooperation in this field, there are
many obstacles to cooperation. In 2010,
the United States carried out a number of
anti-dumping measures against Chinese new
energy products. Clearly, more vigorous
efforts need to be made to enhance mutual
trust of the two sides.
S&ED may also discuss the issue of
management competition so as to avoid
descent into a global zero-sum game.
Both nations have their hopes riding on
the dialogue. 

Cooperation in the field of new
energy

Fu Mengzi is a researcher at China
Institute of Contemporary International
Relations.
Reprinted by permission of China Today
(www.chinatoday.com.cn).

Every country is anxious about energy
security as oil prices keep rising and oil re-

US-China Business
Connections presents
Gary Braley
TOPIC: Demystifying the Mobile Internet
The UCBC July breakfast meeting will
be held on Wednesday, July 6, 2011 from
7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. at McNamara Center at
Dunwoody College, 818 Dunwoody Blvd.,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55403.
Gary Braley will present “Demystifying
the Mobile Internet” Braley will share his
expertise on computer systems with discussion of the new tablet “revolution” and
its impact on business. Gary has worked
with programming for hospitals, guidance
systems and large corporations including
AT&T, Honeywell, 3M, Allina, IBM and
NIH.

To make a reservation to attend, e-mail
ucbcevent@gmail.com or call Jim Smith at
612-865-6543 The cost is US$25 per person (UCBC members and college students
FREE). Parking is free in the student lot.
UCBC is a non-profit organization
providing an educational and networking
forum for entrepreneurs and companies
interested in developing business relationships with China. The organization consists
of entrepreneurs, who either already been
doing business in China or are looking for
business opportunities in China, and all with
varying levels of knowledge and experience
in China. 

www.ucbcgroup.org

U.S. & China Trade,
Culture & Education
Forum 2011
14 - 17 July, 2011 Salt Lake City, Utah
The U.S. & China Trade, Culture &
Education Forum 2011 (US-China Forum
2011) promises to be the most productive
forum on U.S.–China trade issues this year.
The US-China Forum 2011 will be held in
conjunction with the National Governors
Association Meeting which, for the first
time, will include 5 provincial governors
from China.
Both the Chinese and U.S. participants
of the National Governors Association
Meeting have been invited to attend the
forum to discuss matters such as academic
and business development and exchanges
in areas such as renewable energy technolo-

gies, green technologies, next generation
information technologies, bio-science and
life science technologies, advanced materials, high-end manufacturing technologies,
and mining technologies.
Attendees will be part of the U.S.-China
discussion and explore opportunities to
cooperate; educate and innovate; make
new connections; build new business relationships; and discover new ways to work
together.
Registration is limited to 500 individuals. Visit http://uschina2011.com for additional information regarding this event. 
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Where there’s spirit,
there’s community

This event symbolizes the legacy and heritage in our community.
This event brings so many people together in the spirit of fun.
We proudly celebrate the 2011 Dragon Festival.
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